
Please do not come to the studio if you, or a member of your household, have a fever or respiratory
symptoms or have tested positive for COVID-19 in the last 14 days.

Hand sanitizing stations will be available outside of every classroom. Students will be encouraged to
wash hands and/or sanitize before and after classes.
Hand washing posters are on display in bathrooms. 
Employees will wash hands and/or sanitize before and after each class.

We have increased our cleaning frequencies and sanitation procedures, high traffic areas and high
touch surfaces of the studio such as doors, floors, counters, stereos, and bathrooms.

We have made facility, scheduling, and curricular changes to reduce mixing and mingling in support of
social distancing recommendations.  

To minimize dancer traffic in and out of the studio, and to allow for proper cleaning and
disinfecting, there is a minimum of 20 minutes between classes in each studio room.
All lobby waiting areas, dressing rooms, front desk area, etc will be closed unless specified.  
No food will be allowed in the studio.
Curricular adjustments have been made to eliminate prop use and hand-holding and to reduce mixing
and mingling in the classroom.
Class sizes have been reduced.
Classrooms will refrain from high fives, stickers and stamps.
Ballet barres and acro mats will be used and sanitized between classes.  

At this time, we ask that parents wait in their cars or outside during classes to help with social distancing
in the building. The lobby will not be open to wait during your students' dance class; with the exception
of one parent/guardian of tiny tutu princess dancers will be able to wait inside if necessary for child
comfort. Sibling visitors cannot be accommodated at this time.  
Parents will be asked to wait outside for dancers to be released. A staff member will be outside to
ensure your dancer gets back to you safely. At the end of class, parents must be by the door to receive
their child. Students cannot walk across the parking lot to go to their parents for safety reasons.

Please arrive dressed and ready for class.  Dressing rooms will be closed. Bathrooms will be available
for toilet use only; not for changing clothes. 
Please use a bag no larger than a drawstring bag. Dancers will bring their bag into the studio for
changing shoes.
There are designated areas for belongings.
Please bring clearly labeled water bottles. The drinking fountain will not be available -  The touch-less
bottle filling station may be accessed when needed.

We encourage all dancers and fitness friends to use the restroom at home before coming to
class. Bathrooms will be limited for emergencies and will be cleaned between each class.

Our employees will be wearing masks when coming into the studio and in common areas until we reach
Stage 5 in the Governor's Back on Track plan.  For more information please 
visit:  https://backontrack.in.gov/files/BackOnTrack-IN_WhatsOpen-Closed.pdf
Mask wearing for dancers, parents and fitness friends is at personal discretion; it is not recommend to
wear a mask during aerobic activity. 

We are committed to offering dance education and fitness in a variety of ways to meet the health, safety
and individual needs of the time. We will continue to offer online dance and  fitness classes in addition
to the more limited in-person classes to accommodate demand for remote instruction. Please see our
schedule for details or contact us for more information.
In the event that we are not able to hold in-studio classes, we will provide Zoom classes at the regularly
scheduled class time so that dancers can complete their summer session enrollment. 
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Continuous Communication 
Please be sure to read email and join our Private Facebook Page for studio updates.
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